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editorial
AWall in Hiroshima
Dan Hawkins
Hell is-other people .
Sartre , No Exit

Try an experiment in alienation on one of your friends
sometime . Choose one who wears a digital watch. After
ascertaining the correct node (you don't want to get a
day/date reading or a table of Mars' movements for the
next 50 years), grasp your subject firmly by the wrist ,
swing his arm around till the " crystal " of his watch
(usually some species of infrared mutant plastic) faces
you , and press the node. Read the display aloud in a
clear voice , and be sure to retain your grip on his arm
until the light winks out . Thanking him for " his time " is
optional.
Unless I miss my guess or you dislocate his shoulder,
your subject should respond as though you had stolen
something from him. This is not, I think, a fair response ;
time is the one thing given to us all . Whether he is
conscious of it or not, the digital wearer is meddling with
the primal forces of nature that govern human relationships · by forcing others to buy, with their time and
respect , something that should be free as air. You can't
discover the hour with a casual glance at his piece of
time while waiting in the subway. You have to ask and
wait for him to tell you , and there's no double-checking.
Now, digital watch wearing is perhaps the most
ludicrous example I could have chosen of alienation in
the present Age of Anxiety. Others, far more
disturbing-one motorist in California shoots another in
a dispute over what the killer considers an undue delay
at a green light-and tragic-a woman throws her
children from the twelfth-floor balcony of a hotel in Salt
Lake city after her husband 's suicide-abound. Anxiety
all too often tips over into anger or anguish . In that
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context, it's almost absurd to accuse everybody who
wears a digital watch of inhumanity.
Still, so many of the things we do or use threaten to
destroy basic human relationships through denying
basic rights to others. Technological developments like
the digital watch, the automobile , and the gun allow
men to assert personal independence at the expense
of corporate interdependence. And since , as we believe, every human being is related to and responsible
for (to some degree) every other, such exploitation of
personal freedom strikes at the core of every person's
being .
America, wonderland of technology and paradise of
freedom, has had its share of exploits. Americans have
been just as guilty, if not as rigorous , in denying basic
rights to others as ldi Amin has been in denying them to
his own people. In Vietnam , as Philip Slater reports in
his excellent book, The Pursuit of Loneliness, milliondollar helicopters accomplished search-and-destroy
missions that most often yielded ,just one or two civilian
casualties. One of the main points of Slater's book is
that technology has kept us at arm's length from our
inhumanity, in this case the denial of life to some foreign
farmers.
The most forceful demonstration of technology's
power to alienate, however, was the Hiroshima bomb .
In an act that sundered the atom, the very stuff of which
our bodies and the bodies of our lovers are made,
President Truman brought a rain of fire down on a living
city . When it was over, 78,150 Hiroshimans were dead
and their city was 3,000,000 tons of rubble.

But " long numbers that rocket the mind " don't bring
the meaning of the bomb home. My father, who visited
Hiroshima during the Korean war , did. He talked about
just one thing he had seen: the outline of a man traced in
muddy brown on a concrete wall , right where he had
been standing when the bomb hit. In a flash, the man
had been vaporized, and if anything of his spirit had
survived, it was embedded in the wall.
Though the President of America had dropped the
bomb with the best of intentions-to shorten the war
and save lives (but whose?)-its repercussions forced
most men to conclude that he had taken a step down
the wrong road . And paved a new and faster way to hell .
But man has been paving roads to hell for a long time .
What the bomb showed was how the future might go
there straightway and take all of us with it. Looking at
that future, at that thin line in the shape of a man , fixed
on a blank sheet of stone , we might discern the spirit of
our times as a great void .
The void as the spirit of modern life : indifference and
boredom are its ruling passions; the existential moment
and fragments of meaning its spurs to action; nameless
dread and unplaced guilt-in a word, angst-its predominant mood . The spirit has little to respond to in the
outside world that might cease to exist in a minute, or a
day, or whenever someone gets crazy enough to push
the button that will end it.
We have, nevertheless, lived 33 years past
Hiroshima, and a lot of good things, things that make us
believe that man has learned his lesson from it, have
happened since then . We now know how to use a
nuclear weapon , the neutron bomb , that only kills soldiers·. The illusions shattered by the other bomb are
coming together . Our estrangement from the world,
alleviated to some extent by the growing consciousness that there are hungry mouths to feed and other
wars to stop , may be ending .
We may have entered an era of Good Feeling . The
good feeling comes from being in touch with yourself,
the only constant in a world of constant change. Other
peoples' wars and hunger are more an example of how

we used to be or how we don 't want to end up. So
Americans are taking better care of their bodies- by
jogging and eating the right foods-and of their
psyches-by learning to take charge of their lives and
to be their own best friends . If they're OK, so is everyone
else.
The retreat into self in response to a hostile world has
its own backlash nevertheless. For Digital Man , for
example, time is a series of discontinuous blips on a
screen . The digital flash blinds him to the flow of time .
For a more serious example , the practitioner of pop
psychology who practices self-assertion techniques
may tend to forget that others can assert themselves
right back at him. Given enough assertion and
counter-assertion, men will go right back to war , maybe
to drop the final bomb.
And what of us then? In this age of acute psychological awareness, Sartre suggests in his play, No Exit, hell
· could be one vast seedy hotel where people who don 't
know how to relate to each other are, by threes , locked
into rooms with no mirrors and tastless decor and left to
torment each other with words. Sartre could be right . If
we cannot begin in life to approach each other, how
shall we do so in death?
Another writer who is acutely aware of the problem of
approaching others, Kurt Vonnegut, is compelled, despite his despair over finding a solution, to fling a piece
of advice into the void . In God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater, Eliot Rosewater, a millionaire whose every act of
generosity is met with a rebuff, concludes nevertheless
that he had been right to try to help others. "Goddamit, "
he says to his son at the end of the book, "you've got to
be kind. " Though he is convinced the world is going to
hell, Rosewater knows that, even so, its inhabitants will
be there together. They might as well treat each other
kindly .
Whether bared in despair or covered by self-concern,
the spirit of the void prevails in our times . Its manifestations are many, and so too are the responses it requires
from those who believe that it is not the Other humans
seek, that the Nothing out there is in truth Something
denied . In this issue , we have begun to make them .
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William L. Franson

Salem , Massachusetts
Suffer. The Little Children
There are wounds
that do not bleed. They are simply holes
that gape like the mouths of dead squirrels on the pavement.
The beast knows of your pain
and he snarls in festering anger.
The toys in the attic have never met the beasthe lives in the tornado shelter, chipping cement off the basement wall .
He is your friend
with his swollen love that holds you like a scab.
Upstairs you sister is screaming from that closet
as Jesus pounds on the wall of the next apartment.
Now mother is looking for you .
Chipping cement off the basement wall,
you almost hope for severe physical distortion this time
because careers can be had in the circus .
But the diseased wood of the steps moan
under mother's weight
and through a crack in the door you see the scalding water.
The beast hides by infecting the wall
but assures you that someday the foundation will collapse .
That cancer is far from complete
and for now
you mumble a prayer to a god you learned about on the streets
as mother calls your name.
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Derwin Scott Hessels

Trusting Your Feelings
A word for the other side

Pam VanDalfsen
We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed meri
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
Our dried voices , when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry grass .. .
· -T. S. Eliot
from "The Hollow Men"

We are these hollow men, you know.
We get stuffed every day with a little
more learning , a few more straws of
knowledge . College can easily become
a place where academia is vigorously
(and rigorously) pursued , but where social and emotional development is
largely ignored. If only our "headpieces" are filled , however, parts of ourselves may become malnourished , resulting in the formation of "hollow men ,"
filled with · knowledge but not with wisdom.
Do most of us grow emotionally, socially, and spiritually here as we grow
intellectually? I think not. The emphasis
in Calvinist America has always been on
the rational , scientific and logical tradition of thought. We have been subtly
taught to be suspect of our feelings
since they may be "transitory" and even
"not real. " It has been conveyed to us
that only experimentally proven , statistically validated knowledge is important; we cannot rely on how we feeL Is it
any wonder that Behaviorism , with its
emphasis on observable behavior, has
sprung out of American Academic Psychology?
This distrust of the emotive and introspective side of man 's nature slants and
prejudices many of our attitudes . Think,
for example, of persons who are "mentally ill ," or disturbed . How many of us
do not feel, either consciously or unconsciously, that the person could actually
Pam van Dalfsen is a senior Psychology
major.

help himself if he really wanted to? Or
that in some mysterious way he is committing a sin .or is somehow less of a
Christian because of ·his weakness?
Very possibly the only . difference between disturbed persons and you or me
is that they may lack the training to cope
with certain situations. Or they may simply experience more stress than the rest
of us do; mental health vs . mental illness
is actually a continuum, and it is possible for any of l,.JS to have emotional problems at one time or another.
This emphasis, moreover, on the rational and cognitive faculties of man has
gone so far as to color attitudes towards
the study and profession of psychology.
Even at this 'enlightened ' school, I have
had people tell me that psychology is
"all common sense" or, better yet, " a
bunch of baloney." This attitude rather
vividly illustrates the basic mistrust that
many people have of their emotional,
non-rational natures.
I am not advocating, of course, the
denial of reason so that we can all simply follow our feel ings and act on every
impulse. We all know people who are
ruled by their emotions; they are
bounced back and forth like a rubber
ball by their feelings of the moment. This
is obviously a hindrance to growth and
maturation. There are, however, inevitable consequences resulting from the
more subtle tendency to degrade one's
feelings and deny the intuitive. We can
become al ienated from God, from ourselves , and from other people , simply
by not recognizing the strength and impact of our own feelings. Wrapped in
our cocoons of intellectualism and
pseudo-honesty, we can comfortably
glide through college without ever admitting some things to ourselves. A case
in point: I spent over two years studying
in majors that were not right for me
simply because I refused to recognize
where my interests and abil ities lay.
Numerous people spend years in col-

lege preparing for a.y ocation that they
soon realize they a~e- ill-suited for. In
relationships with other people , hidden
feelings and secref-~h.urts can quickly
bring about alienation and withdrawal. ·
Many are afraid to ,admit even to themselves that they,/ are-. ~ ngry or hurt or
irritated with soril'eone who is close to
them.
. - ..
I am not trying to push 1960's, "letit-all-hang-out" psychology here . Ruthless honesty can carry many dangers of
its own, and :I do not think that it can be
justified in every situation. The point is
not that one must confess every feel ing
to others ; it is mostly that you must be
honest with yourself. If you can recognize what you are feeling , you can work
on handling it in a healthy way without
hurting someone else . Emotions, both
posit_ive ar\d negative, are very normal
things; how they are dealt with is what is
crucial. Only by being open to ourselves
can we open up and communicate with
other persons.
The whole point, of course, is closely
bound up in our religious background .
The fact is that God has created us with
strongly intuitive, nonlogical feelings as
well as with logical intellects. The Christian Reformed Chu rch, however, is not
noted for its emotional freedom or spiritual Joie de vivre . The emotional and nonrational aspect of relig ion is very important, however. In Ingmar Bergman 's film
"The Seventh Seal, " a knight returning
from the Crusades struggles to find
knowledge of God . There is the growing
realization throughout the movie , however, that if one had rational proof for
belief in God, faith would not be necessary. Our emotions and wills must of ne?essity be invested in our Christianity;
1f we had lo rely on scientific proof in
order to believe, no one would be Christian .
It is desirable , then , that we grow as
whole persons in Christ during our four
(or two or one)years at Calvin . Hopefully

a
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we will not leave as hollow or lopsided
persons, our headpieces stuffed only
with knowledge. It can be very difficult,
though, to achieve or even initiate this
growth on our own. Intellectual stimulation is never lacking at this college; encouragement of emotional and social
depth may be hard to come by. Hence,
the Broene Counseling Center. The

velopment program are three phases :
the first explores self awareness; the
second phase involves becoming
aware of various career possibilities ;
and the third phase facilitates making a
decision about a specific career. The
Center also offers other services related
to vocational choic·e; there is a Career
Day on campus every year, and "Mini-

flicts are both common and normal as
people are adjusting to new lives every
year. Both individual counseling and
growth groups can give students insights and tools for handling certain
situations and stresses .
The Life Enrichment programs offered by the Broene Center provide
many and varied opportunities for de.:

William L. Franson
•

Broene Center is one place on campus
where the growth of the person as holistic being is emphasized . Its aim and
purpose is to provide a nurturing of the
emotional, spiritual , and social facets of
the student-facets wh ich are often ignored in deference to academic growth.
Included under the auspices of the
Broene Center are counseling programs offered in career development
and choice, personal and group
growth, and various areas in " Life Enrichment" . The Career Development
program is designed specifically to aid
the student in making an appropriate
career choice. It essentially gives the
student a perspective which takes into
account ind ividual
interests and
aptitudes-a perspective which is essential when trying to make a life decision. Hence a student can make a
choice of his departmental program
and also be aware of how much school
is necessary to achieve his desired vocation. Included in the Career De-
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career Workshop" is a compact form of
the Career Development program. The
choice of a career is a major life decision; for the student who has doubts.as well as the one who is totally
undecided-the career programs at the
Broene Center are very enlightening
and should not be passed over.
Another service provided by the
Broene Center to nurture the personal
growth of students is individual and
group counseling. These can be very
helpful to students simply because the
amount of school-related stress can be
phenomenal. Academic pressures related to inefficient study habits can be
relieved considerably by the Center's
Academic Success Program. Problems
in relationships (e.g . with new roommates, male/female friendships, dating)
can often be more easily worked out if
students seek an objective ear and professional advice. It is often comforting
simply to realize that stresses and con-

velopment and enrichment in students'
lives. Among the diverse topics being
covered are those dealing with marriage preparation, assertion training,
male/female relationships, friendship
enrichment and others. The emphasis
again is on the growth and developing
potential of the Christ-centered person .
God never intended us to be "hollow
men," stuffed only with the straws of
academic learning,
and
relating
meaninglessly with "dried voices ." To
become whole persons and truly hu~
man, we must as Christians realize that
we were created with very real and very
important emotions and feelings . Our
continuing growth as complete, Christcentered persons is part of our responsibility to the One who created us. Because we are not self-sufficient, however, the Broene Center has been and
will continue to be a valuable resource
for those who are striving to mature in a//
God-given facets of their lives.

he Age of Happiness
Pursuing distance in America
While in Tokyo this past summer, I

·:1as impressed by the way a Japanese
.crowd moved . Instead of a chaotic
crowd teeming with people, I witnessed
a moving assemblage of people that
operated almost as smoothly as the
Seiko watches many orthem were wearing . It was apparent that the Japanese
know how to move in a crowd. I experienced this same harmony in a crowd at
the train station . There the Japanese
tried to get as many people on a train as
possible. They showed genuine concern for the people around .them ; they
weren't obsessed with getting where
they were going.
In contrast, I remember the vicious
rush hours I witnessed in Chicago, New
York and Los Angeles . Each person ·
was out for himself to hurry home to the
'castle' he or she had built for themselves which allowed them peace and
quiet amidst the barrage of people and
the pressures of the world in which they ·
lived .
The direction of an American is away
from other people and towards himself,
alienating himself from other people .
The motion away from others is perpetuated by individualism. The term 'individual ' is the foremost qualifying term
of American society today; individualism is the basic social norm. Each
person, outside of the family, is out for
himself to set himself apart from other
people . A cohesive society cannot exist
when people are directed to themselves
instead of society.

Independence:
our cultural air
The cultural air that we breathe in
American is saturated with individualism. We are subtly taught to think of
the importance of ourselves as individuals over against other people through
daily living. Americans practice and
teach what they have been taught. Children are taught to be inclined towards
Steve A/sum is a senior Philosophy
major.

Steve Alsum
themselves at a very young age . I remember hearing a song on a children's
TV show that went: "The most important person in the whole wide world is
you, you, you." Most children believe
this and carry it the rest of their lives
for they are never presented with an
alternative.
As adult Americans we believe that
the most important task in life is to obtain
a good money-making job, find a
spouse and build a home of peace and
security from the world surrounding
them . In other words, the task is to separate yourself from the world "out there."
This is bringing to fullness the mandate
that the most important person is you,
for in separating yourself from the world
"out there" you are also separating
yourself from the soci~ty which is "out
there." Home and vocation are essential
to life and are some of life's greatest
blessings, but the American use of and
attitude toward these does not allow for
another essential in life, the blessing of
living in an ordered and cohesive society. Shall I find a job for myself or in
response to my Creator and fellow
created men? Shall I make a home for
my private escape from the world like a
euphoric cottage surrounded by
willows next to a brook, or set my home
in society as an integral element that
witnesses to that society? The " air" of
American culture suggests that I take
these actions for myself apart from society.
There are numerous reasons for this
individualism and why it pervades the
culture. There is an underlying cause for
the culture's dictate that I seek myself
instead of society. The rise of individualism did not pop like a metaphysical hiccup out of nowhere, it came from
a revolutionary historical phenomenon.
This historical movement was the European Enlightenment.
Our European ancestry is not just
genetic; we have also a philosophical or
world-and-life view rooted in Europe.
Our ancestors brought more than baggage across the ocean; they brought
ideas-both implicit and explicit. These

ideas were manifested in their hopes
and aspirations for America. No matter
the cause for immigration, immigrants
basically had the same aspirations-to
be free in the land of promise . Thus , the
Enlightenment's ideal of freedom played
a fundamental role in the world-and-life
view of America's founding fathers.
The basic thesis of this humanistic
theory is that welfare and happiness are
primary to mankind . Western humanism
views the happiness of mankind to be
directly correlated to the welfare of the
individual. The state in which mankind is
happiest and in which his welfare is best
preserved is a state of personal freedom. Man is happy and secure when he
is guaranteed freedom for himself with
the assurance that nothing will interfere
with it.
Western humanism strongly ties freedom to the individual. The Western conception of individual freedom ultimately
comes from an ontological view of the
nature of man as being mind over matter. What qualifies man as man is his
rationality , which is viewed to be autonomous and free from everyth ing external. Happiness and security are aspects of the mind and are therefore
seen as individual in each man . If society or anything external interferes with
this happiness and security of welfare,
then a person 's freedom is lost. But if a
person is free, he has a chance to improve his welfare and thus pursue happiness .
This drive towards welfare and happiness strongly affects the way in which
people view the realm of nature. The
realm of nature or matter and the realm
of reason are seen as distinct from each
other. Man, being qualified by his rationality, never knows an object; he only
knows the object as it appears to him.
Because our minds are separated from
the world of objects, we don't know the
object "out there" ; we only know what is
in our mind about this object. The result
is that our individual beings are not related to objects or other people .
Humanists do not, however, fall into solipsism, for they view man as living in a
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society. He might only know about this
society as _
it is presented in the mind,
but he is still societal.

·The Freedom Ideal
.in America
This paradox is seen in the philoso~
phy of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose
influence on the Arnerican Constitution
is unmistakable. He states that natural
man is a free person but society and the
state bind him . . On the other hand,
Rousseau can't escape the fact that
man · lives in society. According to
Rousseau, the best possible society is a
society which allows man maximum
freedom, and freedom is the ability of an
individual to seek happiness without restraints. In the end he negates the role of
government by placing man above its
bounds. For Rousseau man's freedom
is the most important consideration .
The U.S. constitution, following Rousseau's principle, guards against restrictions on man 's freedom to protect the
individual by means of individual rights.
To assure the preservation of individual
rights, the government is controlled by
the people it is protecting. Laws are
formulated by the people to protect
people's welfare and their pursuit of
happiness.
The pursuit of individual happiness
and the constant watch over a person's
welfare is the norm in today's American
society. It permeates all of American
life . Man's attitude toward nature, his
job, his house, and other people is inevitably affected by the attitude he
takes towards himself. Directing his life
to himself, he leaves behind other
people and sets himself apart. A person
has more freedom, and therefore happiness, when he is distant from other
people, for society binds man 's freedom. A man 's life as a pursuit of happiness is therefore directed away from
other people towards himself in a pursuit to distance himself.
The average American distances
himself, for the sake of his pursuit of
happiness, from whom he really is
through the manipulation of things.
Americans view things as not related to
their being . They believe the things in

~
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nature can be manipulated by man's
rationality for man's own use. Nature is
not seen as created by God, in which He
places man at the center; rather, he
sees nature as "out there" and not directly related to him. Consequently, nature is used only to serve man's own
ends. Let us lo'ok at examples of how
Americans are preoccupied with the
manipulation of things.
American society is a consuming society. The welfare that wealth breeds is
seen as the number-one means to happiness . With money, you can buy things
that aid to setting yourself apart. A man
is distanced from his neighbor by comparison of wealth . We all use our individual cars, homes, even book bags as
status symbols to prove the point that
our situation is good, if not better than
our neighbor's. But more importantly,
Americans consume to bring more personal freedom . Take the lawn mower,
for example, which most families feel
they have to own. Besides sitting in the
garage for six months while winter
passes, the lawn mower is used only
two hours a week. Why can't neighbors
own lawn mowers corporately? Because sharing a lawn mower would limit
personal freedom! Not only does sharing a lawn mower restrict one's freedom
by an agreement with a neighbor, but it
also limits one's freedom by "inconvenience." Each person consumes in
order that he may be more independent
of his neighbor, in other words, so life
might be more conven ient. Independence is what freedom is about in the
American mind . Convenience leads to
this freedom; it makes a person less
dependent on externals for his own life.
The American use of space also
leads to independence and setting
one's self off from other people . Space is
seen as something to be manipulated.
Travelling from coast to coast, you can
see the vast amount of space this country possesses. Many Americans still
view this space as an open frontier
ready for occupation by plucky
pioneers. With the notion in the back of
our minds that there is a frontier "out
there" needing to be conquered, we
have come to view space as something
to be used or manipulated. The constitu. tion guarantees the right for anyone to

own land and to use it, apart from zoning
laws, for their own purpose. The purpose for owning land is for the individual's welfare and happiness , whether he
places a factory or home on it. However,
this attitude concerning the use of land
has led to the distancing of human
being from human being . See how far
out of the city the suburbs are and how
distant each house is from another. Yet
an isolated suburban home is the goal
of many Americans. It is the big chance
to retreat from other people! It is a way of
distancing ourselves from our neighbor.
Many surburbanites do not even know
their neighbors' names.
Another object that leads to the distancing of people is the American use of
the automobile. The car allows people
to go out and away from the city. It would
not be feasible for our cities to be as
spread out as they are if it were not for
the automobile. The automobile also
promotes lack of contact with other
people. You no longer meet people face
to face; both members are separated
from each other by glass and metal.
And with the increase of welfare , almost
anyone can buy a car. You no longer
have to depend on someone else for
getting from place to place. No wonder
America panicked at the increase of
gas prices, for we are dependent on
the gas we buy for our mobility .. .and
being mobile means being free .
being free.
If it were not for the automobile , the
phenomenon known as the mall could
not exist. How handy it is to have all the
stores one needs in one central area!
Yet, the enhancement it brings to our
freedom is a great cause for the deterioration of neighborhoods-we no
longer need local stores where we
mingle with our neighbors and get to
know each other. A cohesive neighborhood is bound by people who know and
take interest in each other.
But Americans do not want a society
that binds; we want a society that lets us
be as detached from communal life as
possible. Americans are not centered in
society; we are more comfortable with a
pseudo-society that keeps us at a distance from people and human interaction. The further you are from society,
the more freedom you have. The

·rationale is that happiness in America is
fo~nd in this freedom .

'· 1
I°'

.Our Chr.ist-cemered
· Freed~m :

1.sih'is freedom we find in America the
),ame freedom that Christ has granted to
. us? Unqu~stionably no.! Wneri we are
enslaved to sin we view ourselves as
. supreme being·s free in this world.to do
as we damri well 'please. However; now
redeemed ; we must see that we are
beings · created by the Supreme· God.
We are not free in ourselves 'but in
_Chris( who through . his redemption
· brought us back into right rela,tion with
God. Wear~ God's dependants, that is ,
our freedom . in -Christ depends upon
reliance on God .'
.
,
As men.created by God in his image,
' we have · beeri placed ·at the center of
Creation , Hi.is. implies ·a responsibility
w·e have for: creation, Our job is tci tend
I

1•

'

•

'

God 's Creation through the light of His
revelation just as Adarri tended the
Garden . We are free as was Adam before the Fall, but only free in Jesus Christ
who through his constant mediation and
re,demption brings us back into relation
with God the Father who manifests Himself by his Word in Creation and the
Scriptures, Our freedom is now in Creation as responsible created beings.
"Being responsible means that we are
responsible _to God and to what He has
created-man not excluded. Our freed9m is not to separate ourselves from
other men but to be responsible to the
society in which we live. God created
men as societal beings responsible for
each other as fellow bearers of the
image of God .
Now that we see ourselves centered
in Creation and responsible to God as
the form-givers of Creation, we realize
that we are not separated from nature;
rather we are intrinsi·cally related to it.
We must therefore act responsibly to-

ward nature, not abusing it for our own
means but upholding order in it. This is
not to say that we are not to use creation;
we are to use it with a concern for preserving order, through which God re:o
veals himself. God did not make crea.:.
tion something separate from man, for
he placed man at the center of it to
tend to it. Creation is related to man
directly. This direct relation is part of
the order with which God sowed creation.
Man 's task to maintain order in crea:
tion extends to society as well, for God
created an order for man's societal
life. But when man is blind to the light
of God's word , he fails to recognize
this order. In America, man's disorder.
has taken form in a spirit of individualism. Rooted in the European Enlightenment's ideal of freedom, individualism
·has come to saturate the cultural air,
which is chilling ·the bones of contemporary America:
·

I
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Dynaini
Revising Standard Man

·G eorge Z uiderveen
What kind of man do we produce if we
force and shame men into stifling emotions and if we prod them to pursue
endless success rather than goals in
which they believe? The product closely
resembles an appliance that no American household should be without. Much
like the new food grinders that do
virtually everything to food (chop, grate,
grind, slice, peel, puree, etc .), th is man
is an all-purpose provider. He works
long hours, makes money to better the
family's living standard, establishes the
family name in the community, and
handles any household difficulty from
home maintenance and repair to family
arguments . It doesn't surprise me that
every American home wants one of
these "appliances. " What does surprise
me is that every American home is only
allowed one of these and that it must be
the male who serves this function .
TV commercials for life insurance encourage men to be these providers long
after they have died. The pressures
used in these ads are guilt and shame;
men who don't buy , enough life insurance for their families are seen , through
the sad eyes of their survivors, as less
than real men. However important life
insurance should be, it is unfair to teach
a man that he is responsible for his family's welfare simply because of his gender. To teach the lesson through shame
is shameful in itself.
In addition to providing for his family ,
the "standard man " is expected to provide for his own needs; feeling needy is
synonymous with not being a real man .
When the standard man finds that he
can't handle things, sharing his fears
about that to his spouse, pastor 1 or
George Zuiderveen counsels at the
Broene Center.
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therapis~ feels like a confession to him.
Often that sharing brings only
momentary relief; he then has to face
the fact that he can't handle everything .
More likely, the standard man will keep
his feelings of inadequacy to himself by
brooding, going off by himself, or
rationalizing the feelings away .
These kinds of pressures to be acertain kind of person result in stress for the
average man . Men not only are expected to put up with this stress, but
they are encouraged to wear it like a
badge. An index of socially acceptable
diseases and illnesses for men has
emerged. It seems to be "prestigious"
for a man to have a stress-produced
and/or aggravated disease like colitis ,
high blood pressure, or ulcers. It isn't
quite as prestigious to have diverticulitis
or varicose veins .
Just as the standard man ought to
have certain manly traits so he ought
not have unmanly ones. In certain areas
the standard man ought to be a klutz. If
he isn't he may cast doubt on his own
manhood . Who hasn 't heard a man
proudly confess that he doesn't know
· which end of an infant to diaper? He
may be the same one who brags that
the only food he can cook is a boiled
egg or that he would throw out a shirt
before he would sew on a button. By
contrast, a pediatrician may be an authority on children, a chef an authority
on food, and a tailor an authority on
sewing . They justify their skills by using
them to make money, gain status , and
all the rest of the things that men are
supposed to do. In addition to professionals, there is one other class of men
which is allowed to excel at unmanly
tasks. Rosie Grier, the former football
star turned actor, can be seen on national television doing needlepoint in a
rocking chair. He has already thorough-

ly proved his manhood by the standard
man's standard and may excel in whatever he pleases with full indulgence.
Your average striving Joe better do his
needlepoint and swap recipes in secret.
Since I'm not Rosie Grier, when I engage in activities defined as off-limits by
the code of the standard man, people
make excuses for me. When I am seen
alone with my children the common
reaction is "Oh, you're babysitting?" If I
mention cooking a meal I am asked " Is
your wife gone?" These questions are
insults. They imply that I am inept Bt
child care and that I couldn 't possibly
cook as well as my wife, the expert. In
the past I have not heard the insult for
what it really is. Instead, I have taken the
remark as a validation that others see
me as a real man. I have either gone
along with the excuse they provide , or I
have responded with a joke. Here are
the kinds of comments I'd like to hear in
such situations: "Are those your children?" "How are your kids doing?"
"Joshua is getting so tall!" and "What
did you cook?" "How do you like cooking?" "Have you ever made crepes?" :
These are also the kinds of remarks that
I want to make sure to make to other
men. When women take care of children
they are never babysitting ; they are
being parents. When women cook, their
husbands are not assumed to be gone.
The examples of how men are prompted to keep the code of the standard
man could go on and on . Men are surrounded by people and events that
constantly remind them of the code and
their performance. This prompting and
reminding helps insure that men will
continue to miss out on important parts
of life. While they are busy providing for
their offspring, men miss out on the inti-:mate times availabfe to those who are

We are Two Sexes
Going beyond Man's ·standard for women

M. Elaine Botha
Having worked in the Netherlands for
some'period of time and wor-king now in
North America, I am confronted with
the very strong and noticeable differences in the position of women in
these different Western societies . Not
only do I experience this in terms of my
own personal position, but also in terms
of the types of issues concerning women
·that are being debated in public, or at
least, what have become issues at all!
If I compare the position of women in
North America and the Netherlands with ·
the position of women in South African
society, many significant differences in
emphases can be seen . I shall restrict
my references to these differences to
situations in which I have personally
been involved, and not necessarily generalize. But I do think these examples
illustrate that views regarding the place
of women ,in society certainly differ from
one Calvinistic type of society to
another.
·
·A few glaring differences might suffice to illustrate what I mean :
The principle of equal pay for equal
responsibilities on the basis of equal
qualifications was only accepted by the
c_ouncil of the Potchefstrom University
for Christian Higher Education in South
Africa only about three months ago.
Before that time -only women who had
been promoted to the position of senior
lecturer (which follows after having
been ·a junior lecturer and lecturer, and
requires a doctorate as a qualification)
would be appointed to the same salary
scale as men but not paid the same
amount on the scale.
Before this change of policy concern-

M. Elaine Botha is a
visiting professor · of Philosophy from
Ptchefstroom, South Africa.

ing the renumeration of female employees the tacit assumption was that a
woman would be regarded on equal par
with male colleagues if, after fifteen
years of professional service , she had .
not been able to find herself a husband.
She would then come under consideration for an equal salary scale, but not for
the same notch as a colleague doing
the same type of work and having the
same qualifications. To this I might add
that other South African universities had
discontinued this policy and practice at
an earlier stage , but that the principle,
not necessarily formulated in this way,
has been the common practice in many
professions in South Africa.
On another level this form of discrimination also affects the lives of women
and more specifically single women.
The state makes provision for a scheme
to subsidize the acquisition of homes by
staff members of universities, thus creating an extra income for any male
staff member or any women with dependent children . Single staff members
do not come into consideration for this
type of subsidy. The argument? They
do not have families to take care of . . .
and I assume, therefore do not have to
live in houses. Needless to say, the
majority of single staff members are
women and the consequence of this is
once again that although salaries are
now being equalized , this form of discrimination, with its implicit evaluation
of the position of women in society, continues this practice on another level.
On the public level it is interesting that
apart from the general acceptance of
the presence of women's liberation
movements and feminism as real and
debatable issues in American society,
something concrete and constructive is
also being done to deal with the issues
raised by these movements. South Af-

rica certainly has had its share of Women's Lib and also a few solitary attempts
to advance some Christian ideas concerning women 's liberation, but very little of this energy has been channelled
into meaningful positive efforts to
change the position of women in society.
In the Afrikaans South African Reformed Churches the question of
women in office or women in the ministry
has been discussed , but it certainly has
never become a real debatable issue.
This is mainly due to the fact that it is not
regarded as an issue at all. At this point
I may add that in most Afrikaans Reformed Churches women are still required to wear a hat to worship services and that this would probably be
more of a debatable issue than the participation of women in the ministry.
The reasons for this are certainly
many and varied and includes a strong
tendency toward conservatism on many
issues, especially those that have traditionally been interpreted in a religiously sanctioned way. Much still has
to be done to give women church members a legitimate place in the work of thE:J
church . Being feminine seems in some
irrational way to determine the type of
tasks which one is regarded capable
of doing. Separate Bible study groups
for women are fine, but mixed groups
where men and women participate are
few and far between. Woman's role is
limited to a certain second-class membership, with the only accepted rol~
being that of caterer for the various
church-sponsored get-togethers and,
of course, for fund raising.
This could create the impression that
South African women are very passive
in their contribution to church affairs.
This is not true. A regular church
member would spend the greatest part
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willing to spend unstructured, natural
time with children : While they compare
job promotions with each other, men
miss out on the joy of being appreciated
for something other.than success. While
being cool and able to handle everything, men miss out on the experience of
being comforted by a friend . Many of
life's richest experiences are being
passed over in favor of a goal which, by
definition, is unattair:-iable.
One of these life experiences that I'd
like to focus on more specifically is
friendship. Friendship, along with marriage and family, is a God-given relationship in which people can meet their
needs for intimacy. Each relationship
has some traits in common with others,
yet each is unique. Marriage includes
managing a household, possibly raising children, and agreement to a lifelong commitment. Family involves belonging to a group one diQ not choose,
and relationships of authority and subser~ience. Friendship involves a relationship of chosen equals.
Friendships provide something that
families and marriages cannot provide .
In a sense, friendships offer a relief from
the two relationships. A family member
responds to another far;nily member out
of a family-member context. A friend
does not respond to a friend from that
same family-member context. A friend
has different kind of personal investment with another person than do spouses, engaged people, or family members.
You're probably aware of the enriching experience of talking with someone,
getting a sense of how they see the
world, and going away from that experience with your own sense of the way
things are, expanded and enriched .
Family members can do this, spouses
can do this, and friends can do this . By
limiting these kinds of experiences to
family and spouses, we tend to run the
well of enriching experiences dry. We
stagnate. By cultivating friendships and
encouraging our family and spouses to
do the same, we keep the family well
overt lowing.

a

Extramarital Intimacy
Standard men enter what might be
called standard marriages. Briefly, this
is a standard marriage: The man serves
as the primary bread winner and the
woman as the primary homemaker. The
marriage closely resembles the union of
two incomplete people forming a new,
totallt ~elf-sufficient entity. Whereas
previously there were two individuals
who could not meet each of their own
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needs, now we have a situation in which
each person's needs are completely
met by the other party. This provides for
a marriage in which all of one's physical,
emotional, psychological, sexual, and
monetary needs are being met within
the unit. On the surface this seems like a
very neat, practical situation. For a few
years this situation probably works quite
well. In the long run, both parties probably realize at one level or another that
neither of them is competent to meet all
the needs of the other. If they do meet all
the needs of the other, it is in a spartan
manner. Both parties may find that they
are surviving, ·but not thriving . This is
because the set-up (all needs being
met.by the other party) is more than any
marriage unit can bear. Individuals
have more needs than can be met by
any other single individuals.
A standard marriage, or engagement, by definition, serves to limit both
meri and women in their development of
friendship . In this system there is no
room for anything other than superficial
friendships with people outside the marriage or engagement unit. Meaningful,
intimate friendships with people outside
the unit are seen as threats to it rather
than enhancements for individual
members and the relationship . In fact,
intimate friendships with men or women
are mutually exclusive of the life of the
standard man and his standard marriage.
The view of marriage described
above and so prevalent in our cuiture
precludes a man having women fderids
other than his spouse, girlfriend, or fiancee. Since spouses are expected to
fulfill each other's needs for human intimacy, friendship and courtship become
synonymous. A single man and woman
who develop a friendship are expected,
and even find themselves expecting,
that the relationship is for the express
purpose o( checking out the possibility
of marriage. Friendships with women
other than the person a man is courting
are often called "just" a friend . Everyone
is familiar with the behavior of a young
man who is talking with his friends and
his girlfriend comes along . How rare it is
that the friends are not left for the
girlfriend . Men have not been taught to
value friendship; they have been taught
to find " a" friend. This assumption about
marriage probably explains some of the
difficulty single people have in meeting
their needs for intimacy. It seems to me
that it's time we relegate some of our
quality time to friendships as well as to
our marriages, engagements , and primary relationships.
If marriage is seen as a relationship in

which all of our intimacy needs.are to be
met, then certainly there .is no room for
men to develop intimate friendships
with other men. Men's training in com-.
petitiveness . and the expectation that
they achieve precludes them from sharing anything much besides conquest
stories. These are illustrated best by the
"my dad's tougher than your dad" tales .
from the younger years and business
lunches in the later years. It's very risky
to . share difficulties, life histories, . or
shortcomings with someone who is
seen as your competition.
A necessary by-product of men's
training in stifling emotions, otherwise
known as "being at;)le to handle emo-_
tions", .and the homosexual implications
of showing emotions physically with
other men is a race of men who ..fear
closeness with other men. This fear is
sometimes ~nown as a homophobic
reaction . Given the strong prohibitions
against showing affection openly to
other men, this homophobic reaction
probably feels "natural" to most men.
Feeling warm, close, and affectionate
with other men will then feel "unnatural"
or homosexual to most men.
A common myth that men have grown
up with is the notion that a man learns to
be a man from being in relationship with
a woman. The visit to the whorehouse
exemplifies this ; The same is true _for
women, and is exemplified in the phrase
"he made a woman out of her." A much
healthier reality lies in learning to be
yourself by being open about yot,Jrself:
with someone whose experiences are
similar. A man's friendship with other
men provides .an.empathetic experience
in some ways much closer to his own
experjence than friendship with women .
These descriptior,is of friendship patterns among men do not describe all
men. They probably overstate the cas.e.
The po.int is that the code for manhood
that we men grow ,up trying to live by
hinders the ful,I expression of frie.ndship
for men, qoth .with other men and with
women . To remedy the situation requires more than a simple encouragement to develop friendships. It involve~
taking a look at our views of manhoo9,
womanhood, marriage, and friendship.
Men who want to enrich ,thei.r friendships
need not only to spend more time with.
friends ; they need to begin to talk about
other things than jobs, sports, and hobbies. Topics like past histories, how one
feels being with a particular friend , and
what this friendship means seem to me
appropriate conversation for friends.,
Men will no doubt find this risky; but,
ultimately, the risk pays off-in growth
and refreshment for the whole man.

of her time working for churchsponsored activities, but the range ·of
activities would be very much limited to
those where she stays as near as possible to the traditional role of women as it .
has been subtly woven into the fabric of
society.
These examples could be multiplied
endlessly and they lead one into the
temptation to regard these specific issues as the issues which have to be
fought. Naturally, such glaring cases of
discrimination are being done away with,
but the root of these visible types of
discrimination exists at another, more
unconscious, level. Although these explicit forms of discrimination are irritating to live with, the discrimination in
attitude noticeable in the unwritten societal code of conduct is in general far
more difficult to digest.
I- assume that single women in all
predominantly patriarchal types of society have had a hard time just being
accepted as persons in their own right,
but . this becomes even more difficult
when one has to fight the unwritten
codes of society that determine the way
in which one is allowed to participate
fully in society.
Alien·ation is therefore a phenomenon
which has to be fought not only on the
legal level but also and far more o'n the
level of unconscious disqualification of
women. There are subtler forms of discrimination which are not so easily
erased with legal measures. Those are,
to my mind, the really thorny issues
which form the root causes of feminine
alienation in a male-dominated society.

Beyond Equality
At this point I must add that being
exposed to a society in which many of
these forms of discrimination seem to
have been cleared up on both the con. scious and the unconscious levels is a
liberating experience. The points where
this becomes apparent are not necessarily the absence of legal discrimination or church discrimination. It becomes apparent when you join a conversation and suddenly become aware
that you are regarded to have an opin~
ion, in spite of the fact that you are a
woman! · It becomes obvious too when
you experience being accepted a~ a
person and not only as a sexual o~Ject
which has to live up to some societal
image of sexual attraction. It also b.ecomes very noticeable at the point
where no special condescending efforts are made or even have to be made
to open avenues for you specifically
feminine contribution. There is a vast
difference between being regarded as

someone who can and wants to contribute to any given situation and those
situations where artificial, condescending efforts are made to ensure that women are not left out.
Having said all this, I still think it
necessary to emphasiZe an important
point: Equality is just not adequate to
overcome the real issues at stake in the
alienation of women in society. More
than equality is needed. · .
By this I don't mean trying to erase by
special measures the injustices and
discrimination of the past, but I do mean
working very hard at discovering the
root cause of this alienation of women in
society. And I am convinced that this is
not primarily a question of inequality
with men.
I think the problem of being underestimated merely because the .st.andard
for equality is regarded to be the masculine standard is far ·more fundamental.
I personally have very seldom felt dis-·
criminated against primarily because I
was convinced that I was not being
treated on an equal par with male colleagues, but because in some implicit
way society seems to have declared the
ultimate norm and standard for the
judgment of the contribution of women
to society to be a predetermined masculine norm. If women do not live up
to this standard they are either regarded
as inferior or their contribution is regarded as irrelevant.
.
· .
Now, maybe this is exactly where the
shoe pinches in male-dominated
societies. · Not that they are dominated
by males, but that the masculine norm

has become the accepted standard by
which to evaluate the worth of women's
contributions. An often when groups ·
start working for the liberation of wom~n
they succeed in liberating women from
all kinds of real and imaginary shackles
except specifically this acceptance of
masculinity as the norm and standard
for equalization.
·
What I would like to argue in favour of
is therefore not so much equal tightswhich should not need any more ar- ·
gumentation, I think-but the ack~owledgement of rights in whic.h the umqueness of the feminine contribution · is '
stressed. To my mind, this is a step
further than eliminating all possible differences or declaring them to · b~
nonexistent! It should be an acknowledgement of the unique and eq~al con- .
tribution that women only can make to ·
society and to professions.
·
Arguing for equality without heeding
this important dimension, to my mind,
only leads to further alienation . The crucial point concerning discrimination
against women is not only that they are
not regarded equal to men, but that
they are regarded as not-so-successful
males or sub-humans because "humanity" is defined in terms of masculine
humanity. The other side of the equal
rights issue is that women need to be
accepted as women and therefore have
the right to a certain qualified "in- ·
equality" which does not justify discrimination, but certainly argues
against any notion of declaring the
masculine contribution as normative for.
the equal place of women in society. •

Revenge I

The peppermints on the coffee table
are hard now.
The worn porcelain toilet bowl
stained brown.
She combs her hair to cover the bald spots.
Her summer afternoons ·
have been given to dreams while he slept,
Evenings spent with his whimperings,
his half-forgotten memories.
Now this dying woman turns quietly away,
digs a heel into her husband's grave.

'.

Scott Joi ing

Words and Works, Ben Tamm in~
First in a series of interviews with student artists
Ben Tamminga is a potter. This title identifies him as one who works with clay . But he makes
more than pots. A pot is primarily a utilitarian vessel; its design is subordinate to its function.
To Ben, neither the functional nor the decorative properties of clay completely show wharthe
element of clay is . Working now to find and then show clay in its most natural form, he is concerned with exploring the limits to which he can control the accidents of clay as it dries,
cracks, stretches and reacts, according to its plasticity.

"I started working with clay a year ago, " says Ben. Pinch pots soon gave way to the potter's
wheel. His "thrown" pots are impressive in- their volume and design. Although Ben points out
that he still has "a lot to learn about mastering the wheel, I've left it for now because it's too
restrictive for my purposes . The clay used on the wheel must be very plastic and
malleable-a stage at which it's farthest from exhibiting its most natural qualities . The wheel
is mainly the instrument of a craftsman, a device for creating perfect uniformity. I am
interested in all those imperfections which show clay as a much more natural element than
one refined to be used for production."

" I don't want to stress 'nature' too much," Ben continues. "I'm not trying to 'get back' to
anything. Clay is a very technically complicated medium and I'm interested in discovering
and exposing all of its properties when I do different things to it. Other people can do with
clay as they choose, but this is what I'm doing.

"I made this one last summer." Out comes a large fishbowl-type pot which is very
attractively glazed . Over the opening a blanket of clay is draped. "I don't have any use in
mind for this pot. Mostly I want to show the soft-looking folds of the wrapping. The clay I used
for it was quite wet. I glazed the pot to attract attention and appreciation for what I did on top .''
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"This is a. much cruder piece ." Ben points out a two-and-one~half feet tall, rectangular
structure. "The clay used for this was very dry. After it was fired I put on a heavy coat of iron
oxide and then rubbed it off so that only the cracks retained the darker color. The textural
lines are very obvious. But this pot is too geometrical for me and it is limited because its sides
all fit and connect (except the opening)."

"I'm now in the process of this experiment." And this one needs explaining . On the floor
spread over a piece of plastic is a giant puddle of partially pigmented (iron oxide) clay. "I
poured this when the clay was very wet," says Ben. "After it hardened a bit I cut it because no
kiln would hold anything that size and I wanted to see the reactions of the raw edges." The
segments of what looks to be a section of a massive spider's web have already begun to
warp .

Ben produces a smaller piece that complements the work with cut edges, this one looking
like a tortilla flipped wrong, to display the clay's ripped edges. It displays yet another quality
of clay as earth, bone-dry and eroded after a rain storm long past.

All qualities of clay have not been uncovered, however. Ben isn't finished exploring. "I'm
really excited about these," he says as he points out three macquettes-scaled-down models
of works in clay. "They may not look like much now, but imagine the beams about eight feet
long. They will be of steel welded together over which one-inch-thick slabs of clay will hang .
This clay will be as exposed as I think it can be. All the accidents-bending, cracking,
stretching and ripping will be very close to breaking point. The finished size will make it easier for everyone to see what I've discovered.

Statements concerning why an artist focuses his energies on a particular medium are
generally difficult to formulate, but Ben was ready with an answer. "I find a great deal of
satisfaction in exploring one aspect of God's universe in deep detail. I want to see what is
there before it's disguised. And I think it's important for others to see this with me."
-reported by Kate Harper
photos by Wayne De Vos
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Avoiding
"I got screwed ." That's Woody Allen's
response to Diane Keaton's query in
Love and Death about why he is dead .
He had been promised deliverance
from execution in a vision from God. The
time for execution came but Napoleon
failed to pardon his would-be assassin ,
played by Allen. Allen's response is essentially his view about man's position in
the world; he's been screwed . Man is
promised a great deal but nothing ever
comes of it; if he expects anything more,
he gets only pain .
Allen, then, always comes back to
one basic theme : if you want to be
happy, accept what you are and do not
try to be something that you are not. This
is especially clear in Play It Again, Sam
in which the .character he plays, Allen
Felix, is never really successful , in this
case in attracting women, until he is
himself. Felix, a rather anemic film critic
by trade , wants to be Humphrey Bogart
and fantasizes t.hat he has a macho,
animal sex appeal like Bogie's. But
when he goes into his act, he makes an
utter fool of himself--{Jrunting , dangling
purchased track medals in front of
women, leaning heavily on walls and the
like. He is trying to be someone else,
and it is evident to everyone but him.
Only in the presence of his best friend 's
wife , played by Diane Keaton, is he
himself. He does not want to attract her,
so he acts naturally toward her; and in
the process she falls in love with him .
Similarly, as Alfy Singer in Annie Hall,
Allen says to Keaton in a vegetarian
sandwich shop on Sunset Boulevard
that he cannot be happy as long as he
knows that other people are suffering.
But at the end, in a voice-over
monologue , he tells the anecdote about
the woman whose husband thinks he is
a chicken. When asked if she ever
brought him to a doctor she replies that
she hasn't because they can use the
eggs. Allen then comments that life and
David Faber, former Film Arts Committee
chairman, is a senior English and Philosophy major.
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Woody Allen is the
its relationships are like that; they are
absurd, but we can use the eggs. In
these two sequences, then, Allen shows
that the only way to be happy is to
accept life as it is.
Probably the clearest example of this
idea is in Allen 's new movie Interiors. It
is the clearest example of this idea because here he takes a new, straightforward approach to the problem; one no
longer has to remember that Allen is a
serious comic. Now he is a tragedian.
The three main characters-the mother,
Eve; and her two daughters, Joey and
Renata-have emotional problems because things have not worked out the
way they want them to. Eve's husband

has left her; Joey is not creative; Renata,
though creative, is not really sensitive to
people . Joey and Renata each want
what the other has. Eve wants something too: her ex-husband Arthur, who is
no longer within her grasp. Consequently these people are all very unhappy.
Other characters in the film, however,
have accepted their situations and are
happy. Arthur, for instance, upon recognizing the abyss between himself
and Eve, accepts the situation and lets
his life move on from there. In his
speech announcing his intention to
separate from Eve, he says that he does
not regret anything he has done, but

the Void
David Faber
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Archetypal Alienated M_an
that it is now time to·try something new.
He is content with the way things are.
Arthur's new wife, Pearl , rightly called a
"vulgarian" by ·Joey, is neither embarrassed by what she is nor envious of
what other people are. She is satisfied
with living :. ·
But Pearl is evidence of a tension
characteristic of most of Wobdy Allen's
films. She is happy but her happiness
results from lack of sensitivity. She is a
person who knows nothing about manners and consequently is not embarrassed about not having them. Pearl does
not realize that things could be different,
but unfortunately, she is pitiful b~cause
of her ignorance. A truly sensitive per-

son would recognize that things could
be better. Either a person is too Insensitive to realize how much he's been
screwed or he realizes it but there is
nothing he can do about it.
Woody Allen originally wanted to call
Annie Hall, Anhedonia (which means
the inability to experience pleasure),
because it is the fate of these two
people never to really be happy. It is
inaccurate to say that the characters
mentioned earlier from Play It Again,
Sam and Annie Hall were happy; more
appropriate to say they had resigned
themselves to their fate . Similarly, Boris
of Love and Death's "I got screwed" is
not said bitterly but with a shrug of the

shoulders.
It is this attitude of resignation that
results in the undercurrent of despair in
Allen's work. "God, " says Boris, "is at
best an underachiever." Death is a constant concern about which nothing can
be known. Sensitive people will realize
that life is fragmented (an idea brilliantly
portrayed in Sleeper in which sex has
been replaced by a gadget called an
orgasmitron) but there is nothing anyone can do to make it whole. There is
nothing to fill the void left by an underachieving God; man is left with no reason to keep going, but he doesn't have a
reason to stop or change direction
either. So he keeps on .
Annie Hall is called by the American
press a romantic comedy because the
people survive; Interiors is called a
tragedy because Eve loses the battle
and commits suicide . But the films are
really not all that much different. It is not
the case that in Annie Hall everything
works out perfectly; rather, things just
turn out less bad in Annie Hall than in
Interiors. It's only a matter of degree of
despair, not of the kind of emotion. And
as Woody Allen sees it, that's the way it
has to be in contemporary life. If you can
survive you're doing all right.
Woody Allen is, I think, among the
most perceptive viewers of contemporary culture. He sees the void left in a
world without God, and he recognized
the impossibility of filling that void by
human means. He sees the ineffectiveness of psychology and philosophy in
filling the void. They can help you get by
but basically all they do is take your
mind off the real problem, as in the
high-speed tossing of philosophical
jargon in Love and Death . As soon as
one honestly checks the void to see if it's
filled he falls right in again. And Allen
leaves it like that.
Woody Allen knows the state of contemporary man; man is in spiritual pain
and is searching for some way to heal
the wound . Allen always recognized
that man cannot heal it himself, but unfortunately, Allen's God is an underachiever. Thus the best Woody Allen
can hope for is survival in a fragmented
world.
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"God Save the Queen" respectively, playing two wrong notes
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On the stage, there is a pianist, a violinist, and a tuba
player. The pianist plays "The Star Spangled Banner" followed
by "My Country 'Tis of Thee"; "Deutsch land Uber Alles," and
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the pianist replies, "Yes! " The tuba player sits slightly off
to the side, the tuba in his lap, and says, "Maybe" in a very
T gentle tone whenever he feels it appropriate .. . . At the front

of the stage in between the audience and the mus1c1ans, two · people pace back and forth making an
imaginary line separating the audience and the musicians. One repeats the phrase, "Swish, swish."
The other repeats the message, "We are windshield wipers. Try to ignore us." Their pacing tempo

determines in part the pianist's tempo in that they must always contrast. (The pacers should often change their speed) .. . The audience participates by following these instructions given to them
beforehand : _
Everyone . must try to ignore the pacers. Whenever anyone feels he's succeeded, he may

stand and shou( "I am not distracted." If anyone is too bashful to do that, he may simply leave
at that point rather than shout. If anyone is also too bashful to leave, he may just stay and not
say anything. (This piece has no coda, but the four songs could be thought of as four distinct but

Patriotism
An original musical score

Todd Huizinga
PROGRAM NOTES

The title of this piece is "Patriotism
and Windshield Wipers Make Many a
Country Great. " It is a_n example of
chance music, a style that was developed mainly by the famous avantgarde composer John Cage. In a
chance composition, the composer
Todd Huizinga is a senior majoring in
music theory and composition .
·
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sets certain limits within which what actually happens is left to chance or performer choice. The definition of music is
widened to include any and all sound,
and non-musical elements such as audience participation, multi-media, and
theater of the absurd are often a part of
the composition. In fact, the main idea
need not be musical in the traditional
sense, and the score can be a written
explanation rather than a traditional musical score. One of the more interesting
aspects of chance music is ttiat each

performance of the same piece can be
quite different because much of what
happens depends on factors other than
the composer's specifications . Also,
new relationships between composer,
performers and audience and new
ideas about the nature of art are explored. The performers and the audience often play a role which is equally
as creative as the composer's, and the
work of art is no longer developed by the
composer but develops on its own, free
of the composer's ego.

Internal Emigres
The hero of my diary is a fictional man upon
whom I've worked hard but who has little to
do with me-including the me penning this
sentence, who is also the hero of my diary.
I, for one, enjoy waking up and enjoy going to
sleep. Dreamland is not a void but a vital
geography.
Is even suicide worth it? The small comfort of
art. Art has even less "meaning" than life. Art
does not outlast life ... . Art salves loneliness
perhaps, but is no cure for cancer.
-Ned Rorem

These lines, from a recent "public diary" by one of America's most successful and accessible composers, have about
them the vintage stamp of the contemporary outlook. The
dissociated self, the geography of dreams, above all the
loneliness: this is the topography of "The Wasteland," the
bleak interior spaces crossed by Kafka's bewildered, faceless pilgrims. Both in language and in content, the art of our
own century often strikes us as more foreign than that of
centuries long past. The contemporary artist commonly
speaks as an emigre, an emigre not in the physical or geographical sense but in a spiritual sense, an internal emigre cut
off by choice or necessity from the community around him, a
stranger to its values and sometimes even to himself. His is
the world of the anti-hero, Gabriel Marcel's "broken world,"
where things fall apart and communications go curiously
astray, a world whose principal logicians seem to be ironists
and sleepwalkers. If, as many would argue, loneliness is the
lingua franca of contemporary life, then surely artists have
been its most assiduous lexicographers.
To say this is not so much to state a fact as suggest a
many-layered problem. One could debate almost endlessly
the meaning of art in our day. Many have, and do. In these
debates conclusions are often obscure; even the questions
resist consensus. Is art essentially autonomous, subject to
discussion only in terms of its own internal norms? Or is it in
some way a mirror of social reality, and therefore aqcessible
·only by way of one's prior social commitments, one's worldan°d-life view? Most Christians, I expect, would insist on the
latter position. I also suspect that the result, in a great many
cases, is an essentially negative view of contemporary culture, rooted in an equally negative view of the society from
which it springs. Here the primary issue becomes whether art
simply reflects the broken modern world, or whether art is
itself to blame, in some way, for the sorry state of things (or,
alternatively, whether it is simply an irrelevant annoyance,

David J. Diephouse, M.A., Ph.D ., is an Assistant Professor of
History
·

Artists in the
modern crisis

David J. Diep ouse
best ignored in favor of more important matters). As at least
one currently influential evangelical view has it, the arts
constitute a crucial element in the "decline of Western thought
and culture," transmitting to society at large the virus of
despair previously incubated in secular humanist philosophy:2 In this view, artistic style derives from religious theme,
and the contemporary theme is fragmentation, the cry of
confusion in a world devoid of absolutes . Nonrepresentational painting accordingly signifies the destruction of the real, sensory world that is there; dodecaphonic
music the destruction of an ordered tonal syste[D; experimental literary techniques the destruction of meaningful, commonsense communication. The artist, as internal emigre, is
simply Fallen Man in extremis; a Christian view of culture,
rejecting alienation, will consequently also reject the central
forms and styles of its artistic expression .
I introduce this view for illustration, not for purposes of
systematic critique, however useful that might be. Even if one
assumes its basic premise, however, one remains hard
pressed to explain, either as Christian or as concerned lay
observer, why the alienation regnant in the art under scrutiny
has expressed itself in such peculiar forms and styles ; why
what we commonly think of as "modern" painting, music,
drama or literature looks and sounds so very different, in so
many instances, from that which preceded it, when the latter
was presumably also the product of a flawed, religiously
alienated human community. Why, to repeat, is twentieth
century art apparently so much more puzzling, so much more
abstract, so much more "difficult" than what came before?
The question is forbiddingly complex, though perhaps worth
contemplating for that reason alone. At a minimum, to dismiss
most of this century's art as cause or symptom of a general
cultural collapse neither meets the issue nor does full justice
to the skill and imagination of those artists so dismissed.
One approach to understanding our present situation may
be to remind ourselves of the elementary but sometimes
overlooked fact that the relationship between artist and
society, at least in the West, has not been a static, constant
one. As social structures and values have changed, so too
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has the place of the artist in society, and with it the focus and
nature of his art. In addition to the styles and subject matter of
the works, therefore, shifts in the artist's own role provide
another means for establishing the social and religious coordinates of contemporary culture.

Three Historical Stages
Generally speaking, we may distinguish three major historical stages in this relationship between artist and society,
each reflecting a particular image of the artist and his proper
task. The first and longest-call it the traditional phaseextended from at least the high Middle Ages to about the
middle of the eighteenth century. Throughout this period, the
reigning social ideal was that of the artist as craftsman. From
the anonymous medieval cathedral architects to the cantors
and court painters of the late Baroque, artists employed their
skills primarily in the service of a specific community, one
defined largely by the patrons who constituted it. Individual
genius, as artistic careers from Botticelli to Bach testified, was
by no means denigrated. But the artist's work was less the
product of his free genius than the response to a stated need,
expressed in the patron's commission . Art consequently expressed accepted community values, or at least those of the
patron. As the latter changed, so too did styles and subject
matter, reflecting the shifting positions and interests of the
church, the court and the bourse . When artists did create for
their own satisfaction, independent of the moment's demands, they still paid homage to the craftsman's ideal; usually such private art was less concerned to "make a statement" than to reveal and revel in the artist's mastery of his
craft, his ability to exploit the full potential of his chosen
materials. There were, of course, exceptions. For the most
part, however, artists worked in the context of understood
community expectations and in conformity with the selfimposed standards of their craft .
The late eighteenth century saw this cultural matrix begin to
dissolve. As industrialization and political conflict set in motion the difficult transformation of European values and social
structures, artists came to assume a new position . The traditional model of the artist as craftsman gave way to that
celebrated in Beethoven's Eroica Symphony: the artist as
hero-entrepreneur. As Beethoven's often tangled career illustrates, the spread of wealth and respectability to a growing
middle class and the comparative decline in aristocratic
influence emancipated the artist from the old community of
patrons. Beethoven himself accepted .financial patronage
and then proceeded to go his own way, creating works not at
the whim of an employer but under the impulse of his inspiration; commissioned works often as not meant inferior works.
Freed from the livery of the court, creative talent enjoyed
lionization in the salon . The most successful artists became
businessmen in their own right, creating and marketing their
wares no less effectively than their counterparts in the shops
and mills. At the same time, however, the focus and purpose
of art gradually underwent a shift, as artists began to adopt an
autonomous, self-consciously critical stance . The masterpiece was no longer simply a craftsman 's product but an
independent value, a source of guidance and inspiration for
the shapers of liberal society . Like the soloist in a romantic
concerto, pitting his individuality against the orchestral mass,
the artist-hero stood over against society, subjecting it to the

criticism of his aesthetic vision. In Carl Schorske's metaphor,
"social reality [served] as the anvil against which [the artist]
created his . . . artifacts. " 3 Cultivating his genius, the artist
traced in his works the lineaments of an ideal world .
In the heroic mold of the concerto, soloist and orchestra,
having both asserted their personalities and struggled for
musical supremacy, eventually unite in a triumphant common
conclusion. The social expectations of many artists came
from the same mold . Through education and political progress, nurtured by a freely creative art, the middle classes
would eradicate the vestiges of an arbitrary "feudal" past,
enlist the laboring masses as junior partners, and lead industrial society into a bright era of peace, prosperity and social
harmony. It was, as the most cursory survey of the fin de
siecle would show, an utterly illusory vision. Technological
progress brought not peace but new swords. Far from acquiescing in middle class supremacy, the masses countered
with the secular millenarian gospel of Marx, while aristocratic
influence, however altered, often proved more perdurable
than liberal expectations of progress had allowed . In the
process industrial society, pulsing mechanically to the hectic
new rhythms of the railway, accelerated rapidly away from
any possible common core of social and ideological values ~o
which art could speak with authority. Caught between upper
class intransigence and lower class -rebellion, middle class
artists found that technology and the cult of rationalization
encouraged not cohesion but dissolution. The pressure to
specialize reduced values and social structures alike to their
component parts, the sum of which no longer made a whole .
" It's a disease rotting everything," says a character in The
Man Without Qualities, Robert Musil's Proustian autopsy of
pre-war Viennese society. "Everyone's brain has been infected with the desire to .. . rationalize life more than ever, to
specialize, and at the same time with the inability to imagine
what will become of us if we explain, analyze·and normalize
everything , transforming everything into machines, standardizing everything. " 4
In this rush to specialize, art too became compartmentalized, fragmented , relegated to the fringes of life. Stripped
of any conventional vocabulary of values and disillusioned by
politics as a means of social salvation, artists began to shed
the hero's mantel, began consciously to secede from the
world of cartels and stea117 turbines, into an increasingly
private world of refined beauty. Art, abandoned _
as a sour~e of
social meaning in the centrifugal whirl of progress, bec·ame
an absolute value for the artist alone and thereby its own
raison d'etre .
·
·
'
Thus the striking contrast one finds between the optimistic
celebration of technological progress on the ·surface of the
"Gay Nineties" and the increasingly pessimistic, alrep.dy
puzzling and private character of the same peri.od's art work.
In an important sense, the one trait reinforced the other. Not
surprisingly, it was in those places (Germany, France, Austria) where social tensions were strongest, where the frustration of the liberal dream was most acute, that contemporary
art as we usually understand it first came to.maturity. f':-)or is.it
surprising that, in these same societies, it was ,often Jewish
artists-who through social emancipation had gained most
from the liberal order and therefore identified most deeply
with its ideals-who formed the vanguard of th_
e· internal
emigration, the retreat from the marketplace to private worlds
of truth and beauty. This third historical stage-the artist_as

Modern art may often traverse landscapes of despair,
but it can also speak vital languages of wonder and celebration.
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For the sons of secession, art need no longer concern itself with mere prettiness,
mere ·social criticism, mere representation of the physical world. Above all,
it need not see its function as the adornment of an otherwise alien,
philistine society. Its proper task was to seek and bear witness to truth-the· truth,
that is, of aesthetic necessity and of the new Psychological Man, his rational
and instinctive na,tures locked in constant tension, for whom harmony
was to be found not in politics but in dreams.

internal emigre-is heralded eloquently in the much-quoted
lament of Gustav Mahler, perhaps the first of the truly contemporary composers: "I am thrice homeless: as a native of
Sohemia in Austria, as an Austrian among Germans, and as a
Jew throughout all the world." 5 Just as many Jewish intellectuals turned away from liberal assimilationism to embrace the new Zionist cause, the quest for a rebuilt Jewish
homeland, so key Jewish artists-homeless not only politically but culturally as well-turned away from the exterior
world to the world within .
The artist as cultural Zionist: Mahler and his generation
sought in art the spiritual homeland, the salvation and harmony apparently unachievable in society at large. And like
many who followed , they drew their new vocabularies not
from the optimistic realism of the nineteenth century outlook
but from the post-rational vision of another Jewish internal
emigre, Sigmund Freud . For the sons of secession , art need
no longer concern itself with mere prettiness, mere social
criticism, mere representation of the physical world . Above
all, it need not see its function as the adornment of an
otherwise alien, philistine society. Its proper task was to seek
and bear witness ·to truth-the truth, that is, of aesthetic
necessity and of the new Psychological Man , his rational and
instinctual natures locked in constant tension, for whom harmony was to be found not in politics but in dreams. Schoenberg, Joyce, Kandinsky: devotees of the new discipline were
legion.
·
-Art therefore served as a cultural seismograph of late liberal
society, registering advance tremors of the upheavals which,
after 1914, would shatter optimistic, rationalist pretentions
beyond repair. The resulting crisis has been a protracted one.
After Verdun, after Auschwitz and the Gulag, after Silent
Spring and (dare one say?) the New Jersey Turnpike, the
seeming ugliness and anxjety of contemporary idioms seems
comparatively tame, if not exactly comfortable . Life has not
only imitated art, it has far surpassed it. Twentieth-century
society, in a sense,· has "outlived" its need for art that is
prophetic . Hence ·the continuing dilemma of the artist: as a
result in part of developments here outlined, the meaning of
his work-its final coherence-does not derive from an accepted function in society, nor does it offer an accepted
message to society. Rather, it is at once self-defined and
self-reflexive; art, l i k ~ poem, should not mean but be .
In this environment ofasraction, the creative artist satisfies

his "hunger for wholeness" 6 by inventing new languages,
new forms of visual and aural expression , new laws and
standards of aesthetic practice . Like Piaget's child , he engages in a constant adventure of cognition. In each new work
he re-invents the wheel, masters a new grammar, confronts
the raw materials of his metier-color, sound, speech,
shape-for the first time. What matters is not conventional
prettiness, the standards of Charles Ives' weak-kneed Rollo,
but faithfulness to the self-imposed laws of the chosen language. In a sense the artist, having fled the heroic individualism of nineteenth century expectations, has again embraced the traditional ideal of the artist-craftsman, but now
without the patronage communities that once formed its
social base . Grants, commissions and academic subsidies
notwithstanding, the contemporary artist practices his craft
essentially for its own sake, not to fulfill an immediate community function. The new ideal of the craftsman may be that of the
noted American composer Milton Babbitt, who has argued
that music is an enterprise no less important to the
academy-but with no more need to be immediately intelligible to the masses-than, for example, research in pure
mathematics.7
Today's Dilemma

We are left, I think, with a fundamental ambiguity, and one's
attitude toward contemporary art may well depend on the
direction in which it is resolved . On the one hand the avantgarde (or, more precisely, a succession of them) has produced a testament of alienation, a Cook's tour of the void with
little to commend it, except negatively, to the Christian consciousness . On the other hand , it has produced-for those
with open eyes and ears, the courage to brave unfamiliar
languages-a richness and diversity of expression virtually
unparalleled in history. The aesthetically untutored may recoil
at much in this post-liberal artistic legacy, but who is to say
that the world of modern art, measured by the complexities of
Psychological Man and the appalling spectacle of an overrationalized world run amok, is not, in terms of a Christian
view, equally if not more honest than past glorifications of an
autonomous, self-actualizing Rational Man? And who is to say
that, like his political counterpart, the cultural Zionist has not in
fact found a promised land of sorts , perhaps even made
some of its deserts bloom? Jaded by overexposure to golden
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fat man

Walking Out

belly-skin stretched tight,
he bites with slack jaw
the hundred-thousandth bite.

I walked out
this morning
like a dog without
a tag
passing groups
of wives and husbands
with fingers held
high
staring
at my thoughts
like
wet chickens
huddled on the rafter
in the barn
staring at a
falling feather
that lands
on the tail
of the young
colt
born
two days before.

like dung
it sits upon his tongue.
though he longs to spit it out,
he swallows
with hollow
throatthroat with no bottom of its own.
like a cup
filled past the brim ,
yet not spilling,
is his stomach.
it is bloated,
insides coated,
with the orgies
of a food-forsaken self.

G. Jhon Kleyn

and nothing can appease ,
but the stirrings of the vomitwhen he finds peace
within the penance
of his pain.

Connie DeHaan

arches and the ubiquitous St. Vitus in neon, our eyes may
need the rich relief of Chagall's dream-scapes or the liberating discipline of Josef Albers' hymns to color. In a world of
underamplified Muzak and overamplified Motown, we cannot
blithely dismiss as sterile the stubborn sounds of Anton
Webern or Elliott Carter. With Howard Cosell as resident
muse, perhaps we can even find occasion to converse with
Ionesco.
As a response to social and ideological crisis, the art of
alienation promises more uncomfortable challenges than
easy formulas. Simply to dismiss it as a function of crisis,
however, without carefully delineating the nature of that crisis ,
is to miss the often emancipating, creative effects which crisis
sometimes causes . Modern art may often traverse landscapes of despair, but it can also speak vital languages of
wonder and celebration . To strike an interim balance we
might well end at our point of departure, the less-than-happy
world of Ned Rorem . Necessary changes having been made,
Rorem's dictum on the present state of American art may
prove to have some wider validity, also for cultured Christians :
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"If, as the French would have it, we went from barbarism to
decadence without an intervening civilization , our current
afterlife, while it contaminates the globe on the one hand, on
the other involuntarily, and slowly, slowly, sprinkles a rich and
fertile pollen." 8
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Stranger in the World
A critique of Erich Fromm

Kitn Adatns
The demand to give up the illusions about its [humanity's] condition is the demand to give up a
condition which needs illusions.
Criticism has plucked the imaginary flowers from the chain not so
that man will wear the chain without any fantasy or consolation but
so that he will shake off the chain
and cull the living flower.

Karl Marx

Karl Marx, the founder of world communism, and Sigmund Freud, the father
of modern psychology, believe that the
misery of man's everyday existence is
bearable only if he lives in a world of ·
illusion. Freud, who c.oncentrates on the
psychology of the individual personality, postulates the existence of an unconscious mind containing threatening
truths which man suppresses from
awareness. Man's conscious mind,
then, is filled with ideas which do not
correspond to reality. Marx's main concern is with history, which he views as
the process of man's development of
the potentialities given him at birth . This
process of mankind's self-creation is
stymied when man allows himself to become dependent on nature and enslaved by society and the economic
system he created . Such enslavement
causes him to lose touch with reality and
become alienated-from society, his
fellow man, and himself. In his book
Beyond the Chains of Illusion: My Encounter with Marx and Freud, psychologist Erich Fromm examines the causes
of alienation, which he considers a
pathology particularly prevalent in the
twentieth century, and argues that
truth-a humanistic, socialistic truth-is
its only cure.
Kimberly Adams, former Prism editor,
is a junior English major.

In his description of the . alienated
man, Marx follows the definitions of the
philosopher Hegel and the theologian
Feuerbach. Alienated man is no longer
a thinking, feeling, loving person who
experiences himself as the subject of
his actions . Rather, he. is acted upon by
the external things he has created. In
religious alienation, man transfers his
own powers to an external God and can
be in touch with them only through worshipping that God. Man grows weaker
and poorer as God grows stronger and
richer (p . 44 ). Marx applies Feuerbach's
ideas to his concept of the alienation of
labor. The harder man works, the more
powerful the world of his productions
becomes . The modern processes of
production, too, are alienating: man, no
longer a craftsman who directs the
movement of his tools, is instead a living
appendage of a factory machine which
operates independently and manipulates him (p. 4 7) . Marx does regard
alienation as a necessary phenomenon
in human evolution; man would remain
in an infantile state if he could not distinguish himself from external reality.
Civilization begins when his dependence on Nature lessens . However,
man's remaining permanently alienated
is parallel to a child's becoming fixated
in one of the Freudian stages of personality growth : alienation , like fixation,
prevents his developing himself to
his potential perfection and results in
psychic pathology. Reaching a state of
complete alienation , man must "reunite
himself with men and nature without
sacrificing his integrity and individuality" (p. 57). Only then is he ready for
socialism.
Freud regards character as the determinant of behavior and categorizes
persons according to their different
character orientations . For example,

persons with a receptive character
orientation feel that the source of all
good things-material things, as well as
love, knowledge, and pleasure-is outside of themselves. Such people are
completely dependent on those around
them (p . 75). Fromm expands on
Freud's theory in developing his own
concept of social character, which is the
character orientation shared by the majority of persons in a society that channels their energy to assure its continued
functioning (pp . 78-79) . Fromm relates
the influence of the economic basis of a
society upon its social character and its
ideals.
Economic basis~

. -!,

)

Sof ial character )

Ideas and Ideals Twentieth-century capitalism-in the
Soviet Union as well as in the U.S.-has
a
'marketing '
social
character.
Capitalism depends on creating new
needs for man so that he consumes
more goods and services; as a result,
he is placed in greater dependence on
external things. Man, too, becomes a
marketable commodity, continually reshaping his personality to acceptable
social standards so that he can sell
himself to the other members of that
society. Failure to adopt this marketing
social character results in ostracism;
thus , most men are afraid and eventually unable to let down their facades and
reach out to the truly human element in
each other and in themselves. Economic values-such as the benefits of
gain and the sacredness of private
property-replace human and moral
values . Thus, capitalistic society, with
its emphasis on the external manifestations of man rather than man himself,
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causes his alienation.
From a psychological standpoint,
Fromm's theory would be more acceptable if it were based on empirical data,
although . appropriate
experiments
would be almost impossible to devise
on a world-wide scale. His indictment of
capitalism and the alienation it produces seems to oe based on capitalism's potential for evil rather than
on its actual impact on society. His marketing social character is a stereotype
of businessman reminiscent of Sinclair
Lewis' Babbitt. His solution to world
problems, socialism, is unassessable as
an alternative to capitalism because it

From Dad's Slides,
Korea, 1964
Bob Boomsma

has not yet been realized in a pure forrn.
Fromm does correctly identify the cause
of alienation as idolatry-the worship of
created things instead of the creator.
Yet his Marxist-Freudian theory is unacceptable .to Christians · (capitalists or
not)
because
he
follows
the
Renaissance-humanist tradition of putting man at the center of the universe in
the position of the creator. Man can
overcome alienation, Fromm says, and
develop himself to his fullest perfection
by remaining faithful to what is truly
human within himself rather than allowing himself to be ruled by what he has
made. This is the truth which will set him

free from the chains of illusion. Fromm
fails to see that man is the creature of
God and that idolatry encompasses not
only the worship of what God or man has
made but also the worship of man himself, who possesses creative powers
only as a gift of God. Christians can say
with Fromm that the truth will set man
free-but they acknowledge that the
truth is Jesus Christ, without whom they
are alienated in a miserable world of sin.
Alienation, which Fromm calls the sickness of mankind, is that, but more than ·
that. It is what Christians know as
hell-a state of being cut off from God.

She learned to sit \JP
there at the orphanage.
She rocks staring and rocks.
She didn't see Dad · pass,
didn't hear the camera click .·
She holds her feet just so,
strange. Dad says she rocks;
no smile, no pain, she rocks.
When she is fed and changed
the nurses talk to. her, love her
like three hundred others,
then she sits again and rocks.
"Dad! Couldn't she at least
have given them a hard time
when they put her on her back?"

Flame
spreads from
sumac
to
oak
to
Me.
The wind
blows our smoke
in clouds across the sky.
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October
Heidi Kartman

Lori Allen
"Bee-yoo-lah!" Her mother's cry rang out in the fading
afternoon, wavered in the humid air and finally curled down to
a whisper beneath the ho·use where Beulah was squatting.
The house was a weathered gray and very old, and its rough
boards were splitting under the weight of ·their years. The
house was built up off the ground on large cement blocks to
protect it from termites,. and it was here in this refuge, along
with layers of soft dirt, old cobwebs 1and sagging· rafters, that
Beulah sat.
Beulah was undersize for ·her age, which was almost nine.
She was skinny and pale, with long, apathetic hair that trickled
down over her shoulders in thin twisted ropes. She had large
brown eyes that looked out on the world with a myopic, blank
stare, as if she were forever trying to puzzle out an image that
constantly evaded her. She was also at the moment very dirty
from the decades of loosened dirt underneath the old house,
and she wondered dully if perhaps her mother was angry.
She heard her mother's soft, hesitating steps come near to
the edge of the house, then saw her legs come into view. And
behind them, a strange· pair of legs. She knew they didn't
belong to·any of her brothers . Her mother called again, softly,
and Beulah began crawling toward the legs.
"This is Beulah, Mrs. Goldman," said Beulah's mother. She
was a small thin woman with a prettiness that seemed faded
from too many washings, and a weary look, as if she spent too
much time on work other than her own . She picked up the
· small girl and held her close, but Beulah made no affectionate
response . She merely stared past the stranger with her unfocussed eyes.
·
"Why isn't she in school with Joel and Edmund?" asked the
strange woman professionally, her eyes on Beulah 's
smudged little face . There seemed to hang about her that
bustling, no-nonsense but naively kind attitude of those who
are helping the poor. Beulah's mother sighed softly, her eyes
troubled.
"The Lord has given me a burden to bear," she said sadly.
" Beulah's what the doctor says is 'slow'. Retarded, he said . ·
Somethin ' went wrong when she was born, I guess. She cain 't
learn nothin'." Mrs. Goldman nodded , her eyes studying
Beulah with growing interest: She opened her large green
notebook and studied something .
"Has she ever been tested , Mrs. Christy?" she asked after a
moment. Beulah 's mother shook her head as she shifted
Beulah to her other arm and brushed a strand of hair from her
eyes .
"No, ma'am," she said . "Seems all she wants to do is sit
under the house and look at things nobody else can see . She
won 't come out but if she gets the notion to ." Mrs. Goldman
nodded again .
"Yes," she said . Her eyes softened. She extended her
.slender hand to touch Beulah's dirty cheek. Beulah did not
blink, or even flinch . She merely stared solemnly past the
social worker, her eyes fixed on some distant object.
"That's too bad, really ," said Mrs. Goldman, dropping her
hand . Beulah's mother sat her down in the bare dirt and
Beulah crawled purposefully back under the house. They
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watched until she vanished in the shadows, then they turned
and began walking toward the social worker's car.
"That's all she does all day, sit under the house?" asked
Mrs. Goldman, her hand on the car door handle, a puzzled
frown on her face.
"Yes'm," said Beulah's mother. "If Ah try to pull her out and
she don't want to come, she screams so, A h'm afraid what the
neighbors'II think." Mrs. Goldman smiled ruefully at the mention of the Christy's neighbors, who consisted of two families
half a mile down the road. "The funny thing," Beulah's mother
continued, ·"is that she allus comes in at nine o'clock every
night, reg'lar as clockwork. She jes knows, and she comes in
and lets me wash her up and put her to bed real nice."
"Amazing," said Mrs. Goldman, shaking her head_. She
opened the door of the car, slid in, and placed her notebook
on the seat next to her. She opened her mouth to speak,
faltered, then began again.
"Mrs. Christy," she said earnestly, "would you mind terribly
if, next time I came out, I would bring Beulah something? A
doll or something for her to play with? A sort of get acquainted
present, so I could get to know you all better?" Mrs. Christy's
face shone .
"Why, thank you," she said gratefully. "I sure wouldn't mind
at all. I don't know if she'd play with it though. But-it's just that
the boys-" she stopped, embarrassed .
"Oh," said Mrs. Goldman quickly, " I'll bring Joey and Eddy
something too. So they won't feel left out."
"Thanks so much, Mrs. Goldman," Beulah's mother said
gratefully. "See you next week!" Mrs. Goldman started the car
and backed around in a swirl of dust. Beulah's mother
watched the car until it disappeared down the road .
"Lookit the dolly, Beulah," said Beulah 's mother, coaxingly.
Joel and Edmund were already fast asleep, possessively
clutching the small toy guns that Mrs. Goldman had brought
them. Beulah had refused to come out from under the house
when Mrs. Goldman had come with the doll, and now, at nine
o'clock, she made her regular appearance at the screen
door, standing silently, waiting to be let in. Beulah's mother
gently opened the sagging door and with a shy smile on her
face, held the small china doll in front of Beulah.
"Lookit!" said Beulah's mother again . "It's got nice brown
hair and pretty blue eyes just like you_,'._see?" The doll did
resemble Beulah, and Beulah's eyes seemed to lose their
blank stare for a moment and focus on the amazing object. A
look of wary surprise, or alarm, passed over her face , before
she again lapsed into her customary daze. Beulah's mother
pushed the doll into her limp arms, but Beulah made no move
to take it, merely giving a small sigh of resignation .
"Hold it, Beulah," she cajoled. Her hopes had risen at the
expression on Beulah's face, but were fast dropping again at
her obvious disinterest. She took the doll back, desperately
searching for something else to interest Beulah.
"Lookit, Beulah!" she exclaimed suddenly. "Even the arms
and legs move, just like yours, see?" She manipulated the
small jointed arms back and forth. Suddenly Beulah's eyes
widened and , with that same alarmed expression on her face,
she began moving her arms in synchronization with the
movements of the doll's arms. Beulah's mother stopped for a
moment, shocked at this unexpected response from a small
girl who for eight years had done nothing on her own without
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rigorous urging. Trembling, she took the doll's left arm and
moved it slowly up and down, scarcely breathing for fear what
she had seen had only been an accident. Beulah, eyes still
blank, moved her left arm up and down.
"Beulah!" her mother shrieked joyfully, dropping the doll
and hugging the little girl to her. Beulah made no movement,
but her dull eyes moved to the doll, lying on the floor where her
mother had dropped it. Becoming limp, Beulah slid out of her
mother's arms and dropped to the floor near the doll. Beulah's
mother gasped, horrified .
"Oh, Beulah, honey, Ah'm E ,rry!" she said. She picked the
doll up and dusted it off carefully, then pushed it on Beulah,
who, without urging, had gotten up off the floor by herself.
Beulah's mother picked up the little girl, doll and all, kissed the
dirty, empty little face, and took her off to a sponge bath.
"You should just see her, Mrs. Goldman!" said Beulah's
mother excitedly. "She still sits under the house, but she has
the doll by her all the time-she just dotes on it." Mrs.
Goldman had never expected to see plain Mrs. Christy so
animated .
"Mrs. Christy, please!" she said, laughing as she stepped
from the car. "I'm so glad she likes it. I did try to get one that
looked as much like her as I could."
"Yes," nodded Beulah's mother as she followed the social
worker to the house. "She likes it so much-if I move the doll's
arm , Beulah does the same thing. She moves the same arm
as what Ah move on the doll!" Mrs. Goldman looked interested .
"Really?" she said . "I wonder if she could possibly be
educated to do simple tasks. Of course she'd have to go to
the state school-"
"Oh-you couldn't take her away from me!" Beulah's
mother protested, horrified . "She's all Ah have ... " she faded
off uncertainly.
"What about the boys, Mrs. Christy?" Mrs. Goldman asked
pointedly. Beulah's mother grew red, and twisted her shirt in
her hands.
"They're fine boys, " she murmered softly. "They already
broke the guns you brought 'em though ... Beulah's my
daughter!" she burst out suddenly. Mrs. Goldman gazed at
Beulah's mother pityingly.
"Oh, Grace," she said reprovingly. "Don't you want Beulah
to go to school?" Beulah's mother sniffed .
"Ah don.'t know ... " she trailed off. They had come up to the
edge of the house, and Mrs. Goldman knelt in the dirt,
disregarding her nylons, and peered under the steps . She
could see nothing through the scattered beams, shadows
and eerie-looking white grass. As her eyes became used to
the darkness, she could see a small shape huddled far
towards the rear of the house.
"Beulah!" she called softly. "Will she come?" she said
aside to Beulah's mother.
"Beulah ... " Beulah's mother coazed. She waited for a
moment, but the small shape did not stir. "Ah guess not," she
said regretfully. The two women got to their feet, Mrs.
Goldman brushing off her knees.
"I think," said Mrs. Goldman, "that when I get back to town I
will look into a school for Beulah, all right?" B~ulah's mother
looked desperate, but she nodded, biting her lip.
"They prolly won't let 'er in," she said in a sudden flash of
hope. Mrs. Goldman smiled gently.
"You love her very much, don't you?" she said. Beulah 's

mother looked at her feet in their cheap canvas tennis shoes,
and nodded.
"I'll see what I can do," Mrs. Goldman said. She walked
toward her car. Beulah's mother looked up suddenly, and ran
after her.
"Tomorrow-tomorrow's Beulah's birthday," she said, smiling shyly.
"Really?" Mrs. Goldman said as she got into her car. "Nine
years old, right? I'd love to come out, but I'll be gone this
weekend . Tell her happy birthday for me, alright?" Beulah's
mother nodded and her smile faded.
Whatever effect the doll had had on Beulah's personality,
her face remained as vacant as ever. Yet, Beulah's eyes
seemed to have changed. They were still blank, but now they
wore a continual look of resignated fear. The next day, on her
ninth birthday, Beulah's mother dressed her, placed the doll
in her arms and opened the door so that Beulah could go
outside. There were no special happenings on birthdays in
the Christy household : simply a loving kiss before bed and
perhaps an extra portion of dinner to the lucky person .
Beulah's mother pondered the one room that the four of
them lived in, and wondered if she should take the trouble of
c·leaning it again. She was interrupted by her two small boys,
Joel and Edmund, as they threw open the rickety screen door
and dashed in, panting.
"What can we do, Ma?" asked eight year old Joey. Edmund,
seven , waited for an answer.
"Go on outside and don't bother your mum," Beulah's
mother said, loving annoyance edging her voice. "Sat'days
're your only time off'm school and you 're bored already?"
Joey's eyes lit up suddenly.
"We can go catch them frogs by McCarthy's pond, Ed!" he
exclaimed. He turned and dashed out the door, Eddie following slower. Beulah's mother shook her head slightly and, with
a sigh, began the back-breaking work of moving the beds to
clean the floor.
Something was wrong. Joey and Eddie were ready for bed,
and the entire room was as clean as she could make it, yet
something was wrong . Then Beulah 's mother's eyes lit on the
cheap little windup alarm clock, and she realized what was
bothering her. The hands pointed to 9: 15, and Beulah was not
standing by the door waiting to be let in . Mrs. Christy felt a
small twinge of alarm .

"I did not!" Eddie shouted suddenly from his bed . "You
made me do it!"
"So what!" Joey screamed back, red-faced . "YOU'RE the
one who did it!" Mrs. Christy's attention was drawn from the
clock to the boys' shouts .
"What'd you do, Eddie?" she asked, with the weary familiarity of any mother with small boys . Eddie stopped protesting
and looked tearful.
"It was an accident," he said quaveringly. "Me and Joey
went under the house to play with Beulah 'cause it was her
birthday, and I bumped a piece of wood with my foot 'cause
Joey shoved me-"
"I did not!" Joey shouted back. "And Eddie made a big
piece of wood fall down-and it scared Beulah and she cried,
'cuz it made a loud noise," he added importantly.
"You made Beulah cry?" Mrs. Christy's voice rose. - The
boys quieted down immediately and looked warily at each
other. "You made Beulah cry on her birthday? You know how
long she cries-and you didn't tell me so I could go get
her-;-you should both be slapped! " Mrs. Christy emphasized
her remarks by slapping each boy across the face with the
palm of her hand. Tears rose in their eyes, but bravely they
remained silent.
Mrs. Christy turned and stumbled out the crooked door and
down the splitting steps . Her mind raced frantically ahead to
Beulah . Poor Beulah! She was probably still crying under the
house, poor mite. Once Beulah started on something, it was
hard to stop her.
Ignoring her clean dress, Mrs. Christy knelt and began
crawling under the house. It was still early summer, and the
soft dusk was just settling, the moon sending shafts of light
between the porch rails . Beulah's dark little form huddled in
the corner, and she crawled toward it, whispering Beulah's
name softly. She paused for a moment, still on hands and
knees, as she saw the doll. It was propped stiffly against a
cement block, the staring glass eyes mocking in the
moonlight. Mrs. Christy shuddered and continued crawling
toward Beulah's small form . " Beulah ," she whispered softly.
"Time to come in, baby."
Suddenly she stopped, and a look of incredulous shock
spread across her face . Revealed in the pale shadows of the
moonlight, Beulah lay on the ground, a large, heavy beam
across her chest, her face turned to the doll. And Beulah's
eyes, no longer dull or vacant, but wide with awed discovery,
finally stared with recognition into herself.
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This book ?alls for a celebration, pure
and simple , In the style of its contents .
Let Middleburg , Iowa rejoice in its own
fir~t book, printed on its own first press,
written by its own (first, I think, though
he'd probably decline the honor) son.
Let the Dutch Calvinists rejoice in their
p~r~icularity and even in their provinc1al1ty. Let all the poets rejoice in one
who will be read by just anyone , and
who has an authentic voice and a clear
vision.
Purpaleanie and Other Permutations
is by Sietze Buning . It contains 25
p_
oems, most of which have appeared ,
since 1970, in The Banner. Most of them
are narratives of a sort; Sietze tells all the
stories, and calls them permutations,
changes throughout his own life. All the
best writing comes out of what the writer
knows best. and Sietze's worl< bears this
out.

. " It took Dad and me ," begins " Greasing the Windmill ," perhaps the most
popular of the poems , "from afternoon
one one day/until sundown the next/to
gr_ease the windmill." The story of how
~his was_ accomplished involves imposing heights, an equally imposing
taskmaster in Sietze's Mom, a few guilty
beers and a refreshing one, and a great
deal of amusement and refreshment for
the reader . Other titles-and the titles
are enough to give a flavor of the
book-include· "Shivaree," " Strange
Religion, " "Calvinist Sunday Dinner,"

Purpaleanie and other Permutations by Siet
Buning. Middleburg, Iowa, The Middleb u
Press, 1978.
pp. , $5.95. Available in t
College bookstore.

"Obedience," and "Last Visit in Three
Voices ." They are direct, unaffected
and full of life.
. According to Sietze's purpose in writing poetry , that is how they should be .
~e sees himself as " a minor, but authentic, flowering of the scop tradition " the
tradition ?f early Anglo-Saxon p;etry ,
out of which came Beowulf. The scop
would plu~k his gleewood harp and
favor his listeners with the old tales .
Sietze, breaking with the modern conventions of poetry packed with subtle
signifi~an~e and thriving on nuance, favors his listeners too, and revives the
oral roots of the written word.
He is not entirely a simple folk poet,
h~wever, as "Afternoon with Eliot" (T. S.
Eliot, blamed by his contemporaries for
rem,oving poetry to academic realms)
demonstrates. "I pondered ," he tells us
of that afternoon, "one great tradition,
and two/individual talents : his,/of
course, and such/as it is,/mine." Sietze
exhibits an educated command of the
poetic line , and is obviously steeped in
the knowledge of literature.
But he turns his talent and learning to
a different task , for the sake of that "one
great tradition ." The tradition, we might
say, is the English poetic heritage. But
beyond that lies another which Sietze
and El iot share, the Christian tradition. It
came to both in different forms and at
different times of life . Eliot dis~overed
the faith in his middle years, and
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through its expression he advances the
poetic tradition . Sietze, on the other

hand , g rew up Christian , and mines the
richness of his childhood by returning to
poetic roots.
For this, his community can be
grateful . Historically, it is divided between two groups : the pieti st immigrants who came to America in 1834
and whose purest strains remain in th~
farmlands of Iowa, and the intellectualacti~ists ~ho settled in this city, Grand
Rapids, In the 1880's. They represent
the elements of a heart-and-mind
dichotomy in the body of Dutch Calvinists here . Sietze, the farm boy who
became Stanley Wiersma, a professor
at the college of the Christian Reformed
C_hurch ; is linked to both parts , but denies neither one . In him, perhaps, members of the community can begin to see
the unity that should be their ideal.
_
In "Obed ience ," for example, Sietze
bring~ together piety and activism by
applying a childhood lesson in obedience to God with the desire for social
justice. His parents decided "not to
mow . the . ripe oats that Sunday
morn1ng/w1th the rainstorm threatening ." He reminded them "that the Sabbath was made for man/and of the ox
fallen into the pit. " But they didn't argue .
They took him to church . The rain came
and they lost much of the crop : "Te~
bushels to the acre, maybe, what would

In Men1ory of
Mr. V. Van Gogh
have been fifty ." "God was testing us,"
concludes Dad, '.' I'm glad we went."
Sietze left the farm eventually and
moved to the inner city. This time, his
Dad challenges his decision. But, "the
one time Dad asked why I live in a Black
neighborhood ,/1 reminded him of that
Sunday morning./lmmediately he understood ."
But as some differences are overcome in the poems, some tensions rerr:iain . The most significant are those
between what Calvinists claim to be and
what they are . "Calvinist Sunday
Dinner," a monologue in two voices ,
cuts into the substance of that belief and
lays bare its own hypocrises while the
speaker takes a poke at other sects .
Sietze's vision is not clouded with nostalgia.
Even this is cause for (a more sober)
rejoicing , because Sietze fulfills, in his
prophetic mode, the expectations of
true faith . He claims to write "more to
celebrate a vanishing style of life than to
censure it- though the record of any life
short of the New Jerusalem must contain censure ." And he is true to his word .
To an outsider who finds himself by
turns amused , censorious, admiring,
and often wary of the clannish Dutch ,
Sietze provides a sympathetic portrait
of God 's elect. He has a spi ri t of wholeness working in him, a spirit with whom ,
regardless of heritage or upbringing ,
every Christian communes. In that spirit,
we can celebrate Sietze's poetry, for it
speaks, through all its particularities , to
a universal gathering .

(a thank you note for Sietze Suning
who gives higher priority to the question
"Does the poem reflect the life of the
community?" than "Is this
a good poem?")
Vincent Van Gogh,
I have a favor to ask
although I don't have
much to share
in return but this:
I understand when you say
that death is not
the hardest thing to bear,
there is life lived
alone
there are whirling images
of blues and reds and yellows
th?t won't stay still
there's a need
that can't be pinned down.

Chris Campbell

Before you go
I ask that you
leave a message beh ind,
maybe on the kitchen table or
by the telephone,
for those of us who feel your paintings
like we feel the black earth,
the message that there is life
and that life lived unshared
is no better
or worse
than death.

Dan Hawkins
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